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Abstract 
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning an input image into multiple 

segments (sets of pixels, also known as super-pixels). The widespread utilization of 

segmentation in various real-time applications has urged the need to reduce the 

segmentation cost without compromising the efficiency of the produced output. Graph-

based is one of the effective techniques for image segmentation. Although, graph-based 

uses a greedy approach to illuminate connected edges between distinctive regions in 

several iterations, it produces satisfactory results compares to the existing segmentation 

approaches. However, graph-based technique consumes time, which make it inapplicable 

for real-time applications.  

This thesis proposed an extended graph-based image segmentation technique by 

reduce the segmentation time of the original technique and improve the accuracy of the 

output results. To achieve the aforementioned goal, the process, which is implemented 

over a constructed graph corresponding to an input image, forms homogenous regions 

around initial points that are selected automatically. The initial points, which 

characterized as significant spots in the image that lies within a coherent region, are 

determined based on the intensity of the neighborhood pixels. By using initial points, the 
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number of iterations that is required to complete the segmentation process is decreased, 

which will decrease the running time. Moreover, based on the initial points, the regions 

that are produced in the segmentation process are coherent since it is accumulated over 

coherent pixels, which will enhance the accuracy of the output results. The experiments 

were conducted on Pascal-challenge images. The results showed that the proposed 

segmentation technique gain an accuracy of 84%, which is higher than the original 

approach that achieved an accuracy of 68%. Moreover, the proposed segmentation 

approach reduces the running time of the segmentation by 62% compared to the original 

approach. 

Key Words: Image Segmentation, Image Processing, Initial Points Selection.   
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 تقسيم الصور الطبيعية الفعال باستخدام التمثيل البياني

 إعداد 

 المغير خليلليلى 

 إشراف 

 الدكتور أحمد عادل أبو شريحة

 الملخص

وقد  .من التقنيات المهمة في معالجة الصورمناطق متعددة الى الصور أو تجزئة  تقسيميعد 

ض تكلفة الحاجة إلى خف فيالحقيقي الّح االستخدام المتزايد للتجزئة في مختلف تطبيقات الوقت 

نيات الفعالة أحد التق هو تجزئة الصور على أساس الرسم البياني التجزئة دون المساس بكفاءة الناتج.

تقسيم  أن رغم منعلى ال. الصورة إلى رسم بياني غير موجه بتحويلتقوم هذه التقنية الصور، لتقسيم 

تلفة متصلة بين المناطق المخال جشع الزالة الحواف ستخدام نهجيالرسم البياني على اساس  الصور

مرضية مقارنة مع مغيرها من المناهج المستخدمة  هانتائجإال أن  ،فحص الحواف عدة مرات من خالل

لتقسييم الصور. ورغم النتائج الجيدة إال أن هذه التقنية تستهلك وقتا طوياًل، مما يجعلها غير قابلة 

 .ت الحقيقيالوقللتطبيقات للتطبيق في 

إلى تحسين الية تجزئة الصور القائمة على الرسم يهدف العمل المقترح في هذه األطروحة 

نفيذ لتحقيق الهدف المذكور أعاله، يتم ت.  تقليل وقت تجزئة وتحسين دقة نتائج البياني من خالل

نقاط  جوع الىلر ثم تطبيق التقسيم با ومن  رسم البياني إلىالصور بواسطة تحويل ة الصورة تجزئ

هي نقاط هامة في الصورة تقع داخل منطقة متجانسة، يتم تحديد النقاط األولية أوال متبوعة و أولية، 

بتنفيذ عملية التقسيم مستندة إلى الرسم البياني بتراكم وحدات البكسل حول هذه النقاط. باستخدام 

ل من البكسل في الصورة، مما سيقل النقاط األولية سيتم تنفيذ التكرارات على عدد محدود من وحدات
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 على ذلك، واستنادا إلى النقاط األولية، تكون المناطق التي تنتج في عملية وعالوة .وقت التنفيذ

 .نتائج المخرجات مما سيعزز دقة متجانسة،التجزئة متجانسة ألنها تراكمت على وحدات 

 ،٪48مقترح قد حقق دقة النتائج أن العمل ال وأظهرتباسكال، أجريت التجارب على صور 

العمل المقترح قد على ذلك، فإن  ةً وعالو  ٪84وهي نسبة أعلى من المنهج األصلي الذي حقق دقة 

 .صلياألمقارنة بالنهج  ٪86بنسبة  التنفيذقلل من وقت 

. وليةاألالنقاط  اختيار الصورة،معالجة  الصورة،تجزئة  الكلمات المفتاحية:
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Image is an optical counterpart or appearance of an object that is produced by 

mirror reflection, lens refraction or the passage of luminous rays through a small aperture 

and their reception on a surface. Nowadays, images are used in each part of our life, such 

as: person identity, captured memories, medical diagnosis, evidence, and so on. Surely, it 

will not be efficient to use physical images to store this huge number of images. The new 

technology of digital images and its associate processing techniques, such as graph-based 

segmentation solves many issues with photographic images, such as long-term storage, 

ease access, enhancement and information extraction. In this chapter, the significant of 

the proposed work over graph-based image segmentation is highlighted and justified.  

1.1 Background 

Digital image is numeric two-dimensional representation of an image in the 

machine in a form of an array of vector or raster. Vector is used with fixed resolution 

images and raster is used with infixed resolution (Sarfraz, 2004). By default, the term 

"digital image" refers to a raster type of image. Digital image is created through the 

process of digitization, which is the process of transforming images, text, or sound from 

analog media into electronic data (Bellis, 2016). Digital media ease the tasks of saving, 

organizing, retrieving, processing and restoring contents using electronic devices 

(Feinberg et al., 2016). 

Image processing is the set of techniques that analyze, manipulate and improve 

the quality of the digital images. The application of image processing is growing rapidly 

because it improves information gathering, automatic recognition of objects in a scene, 

and so on (Umbaugh, 2010). Digital image processing mainly uses computer algorithm 
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and mathematical equations on the pixels of the image. These algorithms allow 

sophisticated operations and serves many real-life applications, that includes but not 

limited to: medical field, remote sensing, transmission and encoding, machine/robot 

vision, color processing, pattern recognition, video processing, and microscopic imaging 

(Szeliski, 2010). Image processing is categorized into various groups, each implements 

different tasks and obtained unique results. Overall these groups share the same goals, 

image enhancement and information extraction (Dagar & Dahiya, 2016).  Figure 1.1 

illustrates an example of an output obtained by an image processing technique, which is 

image sharpening and restoration., while Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of object 

recognition.  

 
Before After 

Figure 1.1: Example of Image Sharping and Restoration 
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Figure 1.2: Example of Object Recognition 

Image segmentation, is an important technique in image processing. 

Segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments (sets 

of pixels, also known as super-pixels). In a segmented image, each segment usually refers 

to a meaningful shape or item. The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change the 

representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze. 

Segmentation can be done according to various segment features, such as brightness, 

color, or motion using various techniques (Saini, 2014). Figure 1.3 shows an example of 

the output of an image segmentation process. As illustrated the segmented images clearly 

identified the objects in the underlying image.   

 
(A) The original image, (B) Segmented image, (C) Segmented image 

Figure 1.3: Example Segmentation Output 
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Image segmentation is an important approach of image processing and image 

analysis. The more reliable segmentation leads to more successful image processing, 

advanced information extraction and better image understanding. After segmentation is 

done, information about objects defines by regions can be easily extracted. Information 

gathered may include object type, orientation, size, etc., Such information is valuable and 

essential in various fields, such as medical field, remote sensing field and so on 

(Glasbey,1995). Image segmentation is widely used for image recognition and image 

compression, since it is neither efficient nor practical to start compression on whole image 

directly, while performing image segmentation is to classify or cluster an image into 

several parts (regions) per the features of the image, therefore result in more efficient 

compression. Other applications that uses segmentation are: object recognition, image 

compression, content based image retrieval, market analysis, machine learning and 

computer vision (Zhang et al., 2016). 

The increasing utilization of segmentation in various real-time applications has 

urged the needs for reducing the segmentation cost without compromising the efficiency 

of the produced output. Graph-based is one of the effective techniques for image 

segmentation. This technique transfers the image into undirected graph, in which the 

nodes are corresponding to pixels in the image, edges corresponding to the connectivity 

between pixels and the weight of the edges are calculated based on the difference in 

intensity between each neighborhood pixels. Although, graph-based uses a greedy 

approach to illuminate connected edges between distinctive regions in several iterations, 

it produces satisfactory results compares to the existing segmentation approaches. 

However, graph-based technique consumes time, which make it inapplicable for real-time 

applications. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

As mentioned, there is a need to improve the segmentation accuracy and reduce its 

time consumption to facilitate the utilization of segmentation in various real-life 

applications, such as medical imaging, remote sensing and etc. Graph-based technique, 

as one of the most utilized segmentation techniques, was proved to provide satisfying 

results, yet it consumes time. Subsequently, it is inefficient to use graph-based 

segmentation with huge dataset of images with high resolution. Subsequently, in thesis, 

the problem of reducing the time consumption in the graph-based image segmentation 

while preserve the segmentation quality is investigated. However, in order to maintain 

the accuracy of the output results, the process not be modified. Instead, the number of 

processing iteration, in graph-based segmentation, shall be reduced without affecting the 

overall mechanism that is built over a graph representation. This problem can be further 

divided into the following sub-problems:  

- How to modify graph-based segmentation technique and decrease the number of 

iterations while maintain the accuracy of the output results by maintaining the core 

process of the original technique. 

- How to form the segmentation process around selected homogenous pixels, 

instead of iterating over all the pixels in the image.  

- How to automatically select homogenous pixels in the image, which is caled initial 

points, by which the iterations can be decreased.  

- How to implement the process with predefined initial points and evaluate the 

results using an image dataset with known ground-truth segmentation. 
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1.3 Goal and Objectives 

Graph-based image segmentation depends examining the weights of the arcs for 

possible region splitting or region merging at each examined arc. This process is 

implemented in several iterations that keeps on refining regions by splitting and merging 

boundaries by examining the all the arcs over and over. Obviously, there is a potential 

opportunity in reducing the process by avoid the examination the relationships of 

connected pixels that are obviously falls into same/different regions. By implementing 

such reduction, a major benefit is acquired by reducing the number of iteration required 

as the number of involved pixels is reduced. The goal of this thesis is to resolve this issue 

by defining initial points in the image and applies the algorithm depending on these points 

and to use the existing techniques for initial point selection as has been reported in the 

literature with region-growing segmentation techniques. The objectives in this research 

are: 

- To modify the process of graph-based segmentation technique in order to decrease 

the number of examined arcs and the number of iterations performed while 

maintain the core segmentation process. 

- To form the segmentation process around initial points with specific homogenous 

characteristics.  

- To automatically define significant initial points in the image and use these points 

to guide the merging process in the graph-based algorithm. 

- To implement, evaluate and compare the results of the proposed work using an 

image dataset with known ground-truth segmentation.  
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1.4 Motivations 

The usage of the internet technologies and search engines, increase the need to 

automatically analyze images, which makes image processing a very important and useful 

field. Subsequently, reducing the time consumption of complicated image processing 

techniques has motivated researchers in image processing field in the last decades. 

Similarly, the proposed work is motivated with the need to reduce the time consumption 

of the graph-based image segmentation. This motivation can be summarized in the 

following points:  

- There is a potential opportunity in obtained an accurate segmentation output using 

the graph-based image segmentation technique. 

- There is a need to improve graph-based image segmentation accuracy and reduce 

its time consumption to facilitate the utilization of segmentation in various real-

life applications, such as medical imaging, remote sensing and etc.  

- There is a potential opportunity in reducing the process of graph-based image 

segmentation by avoid the examination the relationships of connected pixels that 

are obviously falls into same/different regions.  

- There is a potential opportunity to reduce the number of iteration required to 

achieve the segmentation task as the number of involved pixels is reduced. 

- There is a potential opportunity in using automatic initial point selection 

techniques that are used mainly with region-growing image segmentation.  
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1.5 Limitation 

Since digital images can be categorized into several categories like Natural, 

graphical, virtual, etc., it is sufficient to work on a specific image category. This work 

will address image processing of natural images using graph-based image segmentation. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter One introduced the principles 

behind graph-based image segmentation along with the research problem, objectives and 

contribution.  

Chapter Two presents the literature review of the image segmentation techniques and 

their advantages, disadvantages and characteristics.  

Chapter Three covers the proposed work that converts image into two-dimensional 

graph and calculates the edges weight based on the difference between the connected 

pixels. Then, the proposed work defines initial points to run segmentation technique 

around them.  

Chapter Four covers the implementation, analysis and discussion of the output results 

as well as its performance through detailed experiments.  

Finally, Chapter Five provides the conclusions and recommendations for further 

research.      
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review and Related Work 

In this chapter, literature reviews on image segmentation techniques, image 

segmentation classification, advantages and disadvantages are given. Moreover, graph-

based image segmentation is discussed in details and the related works on enhancing and 

improving this technique are discussed accordingly. This chapter gives a review on 

segmentation and graph-based segmentation in order to situate the graph-based technique 

among the existing segmentation literature.  The organization of this chapter is as follows: 

Section 2.1 is an introduction to the segmentation process and techniques. Section 2.2 

reviews the different types of image segmentation. Section 2.3 discusses the related work. 

Finally, a summary is given in Section 2.4.  

2.1 Introduction 

Various techniques for image segmentation was proposed in the literature, some 

of these techniques were developed to segment specific types of images, such as 

segmenting medical images, and some others were proposed to segment all types of 

images. Among the existing techniques, graph-based image segmentation is a general 

robust technique that was built with the notion of graphs and graph cuts.  

The segmentation techniques, was originally built based on theories from other 

iterative and non-iterative data-processing techniques, such as clustering and 

classification. Subsequently, there is a great similarity between data clustering and image 

segmentation. Notably, part of the literature will cover the clustering techniques that 

helped and can be used for image segmentation.  
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2.2 Segmentation Techniques 

Because of its variety, various classifications of the exiting segmentation 

techniques are possible, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. One of the visible classification is the 

one based on the context, while the other is based on the utilized technique, which classify 

the underlying approaches into: Clustering, Edge linking, and Region Operation (Semwal et 

al., 2016). 

2.2.1  Context Segmentation 

Based on the context, segmentation techniques can be classified into contextual 

segmentation and non-contextual segmentation.  

2.2.1.1 Non-Contextual Segmentation 

A non-contextual segmentation technique uses single separation point called a 

threshold to segment the image into at least two regions, one with pixels that have values 

below the threshold, other with pixels that have values equals to or higher than the 

threshold.  

 

Figure 2.1: Classification of the Segmentation Approaches 

Context-Based 

Non-Contextual 

Technique-Based 

Segmentation 

Contextual 

Threshold Region-Growing Clustering Pixel- Connectivity Split-Merge 

Graph-based 
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The non-contextual segmentation does not take into consideration the contextual 

information of the pixels (location and neighborhood) and the output results are varied 

according to the selected threshold type and value, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (Mottaghi 

et al., 2014).  Various non-contextual segmentation techniques were proposed, such as 

the simple threshold, the adaptive threshold and color threshold. Each of these techniques 

uses different image information or generates different numbers of output segment. 

Simple threshold segments gray level images into a background and image segments. The 

histogram of an image is constructed, in simple threshold technique, and the peaks of the 

histogram are identified. Then, these picks are used as the components of different image 

regions. The two highest peaks are used as the component of the segments/regions and 

the middle point between these peaks are used as the threshold. Figure 2.3 illustrates an 

example of segmentation using simple threshold technique with different threshold value 

and subsequently different results (Vala & Baxi, 2013).  

 

Figure 2.2: Non-Contextual Segmentation 

 

Figure 2.3: Simple Threshold Example 
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Adaptive threshold is similar to the simple threshold but using extra features. 

Adaptive threshold uses more than one threshold value. The threshold value changes 

dynamically to accommodate the change in lighting levels in the image (Issac & Dutta, 

2015). 

  Color threshold uses color system, such as RGB or HIS instead of the gray scale. 

The color threshold is meant to produce more accurate segmentation since colored pixels 

provide more reliable information. Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of segmentation 

using color threshold technique (Rungruangbaiyok, & Chetpattananondh, 2015). 

2.2.1.2 Contextual Segmentation 

Contextual segmentation technique, unlike the non-contextual segmentation, 

takes into consideration the location of the pixels. This technique finds similarity within 

the same region and discontinuity between regions, which defines the objects boundaries. 

Various contextual segmentation techniques were proposed, such as the pixel 

connectivity, region growing and split and merge techniques (Subasic, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.4: Color Threshold Example 
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Pixel connectivity is based on pixel neighborhoods system that may consists of 

four connected pixels (up, down, right, and left) or more advanced system that uses eight 

connected pixels (up, down, right, left, and diagonal pixels), as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Pixel and its connected pixels are tested against a threshold, to define which pixels are on 

the same region. Then, each connected pixel with its neighborhood pixels are tested 

without redundancy. This process continue until no more related connected pixel is 

defined for the same region. Figure 2.6 illustrates an example of segmentation using pixel 

connectivity technique (Rudra et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 2.5: 4-Connected vs. 8-Connected Neighboring Systems 

 

Figure 2.6: Pixel Connectivity Segmentation Example 
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Region growing uses user’s select seeds, or in more advanced techniques, the 

seeds are chosen automatic. Then, a bottom up algorithm is applied on the selected seeds 

to find neighborhood pixels with similar features to form a region, if and only if it was 

not added to another region. This technique obtained good results but it is not stable, since 

the results would change if the pre-selected seeds are changed, or if the seeds selection is 

not accurate. Figure 2.7 gives illustration of the growing process. Figure 2.8 shows an 

image of peacock where single seed is chosen so the result contain two regions: one for 

region around the seed and other for the rest of image representing back ground (Holz & 

Behnke, 2014). 

 

Figure 2.7: Region Growing Segmentation Illustration 

 

Figure 2.8: Region Growing Example 
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Split and Merge segmentation is complicated, time consuming but give more 

accurate results compared to the previously discussed techniques. Split and merge 

techniques takes any image as single region then apply top-down algorithm to define new 

regions. The process of splitting continue until all the formed regions are uniformed (Li 

et al., 2015). 

2.2.2 Technique-based Segmentation Classification 

Based on the utilized technique, image segmentation techniques can be classified 

into edge linking, clustering, region growing and graph-based. All of these are contextual-

based segmentation, except the clustering, which can be both contextual and non-

contextual based.   

2.2.2.1 Edge-Linking Segmentation 

Edge linking technique finds edges, which are clear dissimilarity between the 

pixels in the image then link the adjacent edges in order to form a boundary that isolate 

objects from each other. As a contextual segmentation, the edge linking approach operates 

over the input image and considers the adjacency relationships between the pixels in order 

to find edges and edges connectivity. Figure 2.9 illustrates an example of edge detection 

technique (Yogamangalam & Karthikeyan, 2013). 

 

Figure 2.9: Edge Detection Example 
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2.2.2.2 Region-Growing Segmentation 

Region growing, as discussed earlier, is a simple image segmentation method, 

which is also called as a pixel-based image segmentation since it involves the selection 

of initial seed points followed by linking pixels to each other based on the adjacency 

relationships between the pixels (Holz & Behnke, 2014). 

2.2.2.3 Clustering-based Segmentation 

Clustering technique groups a set of pixels in such a way that objects in the same 

group (called a cluster) are similar (in some sense or another) to each other and are 

different to those in other groups "clusters" (Kamdi, 2012).  

The problem with the clustering technique is that the generated clusters do not 

directly equivalent to image regions, as the clustering process is implemented over the 

histogram or other feature spaces. A CCQ image (color consistency quantization) is an 

approximate map to the original image, to generate clusters from the image that can be 

used with mean-shift & k-means clustering algorithms. The quality of clustering depends 

on both the similarity measure and its ability to discover hidden patterns.  

Many clustering algorithms use the center based cluster criterion, so it is very 

important to find an effective way to select initial centroids in order to influence 

efficiency of k-means clustering (Bradley & Fayyad, 1998). An approach for clustering-

based image segmentation is illustrated in Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10: An Approach for Clustering-based Image Segmentation (Da Silva & 

Pedrini, 2011)  

2.2.2.4 Graph-based Segmentation 

One of the most effective ways to segment colored images is using graph-based 

technique. In graph-based image segmentation, each pixel of the image is associated with 

a node on the graph and edges weight is measured by dissimilarity between pixels. 

Segmentation on the graph, as illustrated in Figure 2.11, is implemented by selecting low 

weight edges to define a segment and high weight edges to define boundaries between 

segments or regions (Huang et al., 2012).  

The process of creating a graph from an input image is implemented as follows: 

Pixels are used to create the graph nodes and the intensity of the pixels form the node 

values. Edges are the boundaries between the pixels, these edges are undirected binary 

edges. More edges are required in the 8-connected pixels’ neighborhood system 

compared to the 4-connected pixels’ neighborhood system. As the graph is generated, 

there are two techniques that can be used, these are normalized cut and MRFs Graph cut 

segmentations (Boykov & Jolly, 2001).  
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Figure 2.11: Graph-based Image Segmentation 

In the normalized cuts segmentation, edges that link pixels of diverge intensities are 

removed sequentially in-order to form regions. Within the same region, each node should 

be connected to other nodes by at least a single edge, while among the regions, no pixels 

are linked. This process formed various regions with connected pixels. Normalized cut 

technique is not fast nor accurate (Zhang & Hancock, 2008). MRFs Graph cuts 

segmentation, also called graph-based segmentation, is preferred because of its accuracy 

and efficiency, although it uses a greedy algorithm. This technique is effective for images 

with homogeneous colors, but this is not the situation with natural images, or to be more 

specific images with various color levels (Vu, 2008). The main challenges that faces 

MRFs technique, which may lead to bad segmentation as illustrated in Figure 2.12, are as 

follows (Wojnar, 1998).  

 Image noise: Noise leads to wrong segmentation, as the noise maybe appeared as 

region boundary. Smoothing of image to eliminate the effects of noise, may lead 

to lose these boundaries.  

 Various object size: Actual objects may be smaller or larger than the generated 

regions, small objects may be merged within larger regions. 
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Figure 2.12: Result of Bad Image Segmentation  

 

Generally, graph, based segmentation, the subject matter of this thesis, examines 

the weights to define the regions according to the intensity differences across the 

boundary and intensity difference between neighboring pixels within each region. A 

boundary is defined when there is obvious difference in intensity between the underlying 

pixels. Minimum or no difference between pixels lead to locate these pixels in the same 

region, as illustrated in Figure 2.13. With each iteration on the graph, the edges with low 

values are preserved and the nodes in the same segment are merged. While other edges 

with high value are deleted and the pixels might be located in different regions, if all the 

connected edges are removed (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 2004). 
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Figure 2.13: Undirected Graph with 4x4 Weighted Edges Image Representation 

 

Graph-based image segmentation technique as represented by Felzenszwalb & 

Huttenlocher, (2004), is implemented based on the following steps:  

1. The image is loaded and converted into undirected graph. Each pixel is 

represented by a node in the graph and pixels neighborhood is represented by arcs.  

2. The weight of each edge in the graph is calculated as the difference in intensity 

(i.e.: gray scale or color value) between the two adjacent nodes as illustrated in 

Figure 2.13. 

3. The set of edges in the graph are sorted based on its weight in non-decreasing 

order.  

4. Segmentation starts from the first edge in the sorted list. The weight of the edge 

is compared to the value of the threshold, K.  If the weight is less than or equal to 

K, then, the nodes that are connected by the underlying edge is merged together 

or union to form a region. Figure 2.14 illustrates and example of testing and 

merging nodes with threshold value equal to 5.  
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Figure 2.14: Example of Nodes Integration and Region Forming Process 

5. As the listed is sorted, all the edges below some threshold are used to form a union 

between nodes, while all other, at the end of the list ae not used to form regions. 

In this case, there will be no more union to be implement at this iteration, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.15. 

6. The value of union nodes are calculate by the average of their nodes, and re-

calculate the edges that links between different unions as the difference in 

intensity between the unions’ averages. 

7. The value of the threshold is calculated as given in Equation 2.1. 

                       (2.1) 

where Si, is the average intensity of segment's i. 

8. Repeat Steps 3-7 multiple times, until no more union can be implemented 

anymore.  

/ old threshold) iNew threshold = edge weight + (S 
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Figure 2.15: Ends of Possible Unions Situation 

Based on the described algorithm, a boundary, in the segmented image, exists if 

the difference between nodes on the sides of the boundary, is larger than the minimum 

internal differences within the regions on the both sides of the boundary, as given in 

Equation 2.2 (Martin et al., 2004). 

Boundary (C1, C2) =  { True: diff(C1, C2) > Minimum (C1, C2)  

False:  else (2.2) 

The above steps run in O (n log n) time, where n is the number of pixels in the 

image. In this thesis, the aim is to start the segmentation process from initial points which 

will minimizes the number of iteration and reduce the required time. 

2.3 Related Work 

As mentioned earlier, there is a potential opportunity in obtained an accurate 

segmentation output using the graph-based image segmentation technique. However, it is 

necessary to improve graph-based image segmentation accuracy and reduce its time 
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consumption to facilitate the utilization of segmentation in various real-life applications, 

such as medical imaging, remote sensing and etc. Obviously, a potential opportunity in 

reducing the process of graph-based image segmentation is exist, which can be 

implemented by avoid the examination the relationships of connected pixels that are 

obviously falls into same/different regions. This can be done using automatic initial point 

selection techniques. Generally, there are many methods and techniques that used graph-

based image segmentation. Similarly, many methods were proposed for selecting initial 

points for clusters. Given below, literature reviews on initial point-based segmentation 

and extended graph-based segmentation.  

2.3.1  Related Work: Initial Point-based Techniques 

Initial point has been automatically identified and used for image segmentation, 

in various techniques, some of these techniques are discussed below.  

Nazeer & Sebastina, (2009) proposed an enhanced algorithm to improve the 

accuracy and efficiency of the K-means (Hartigan & Wong, 1979) clustering algorithm 

by combining two approaches: First, initial centroid for each cluster is selected 

automatically by mining the distances, similarities and dissimilarities between the data 

points in the training set. Second, the K-means algorithms is adjusted to assign data points 

to the clusters, which is initially created by the initial point. The results of this algorithm 

show that using initial point for clustering reduce the time complexity without sacrificing 

the accuracy of the clustering output. 

Fahim et al., (2009) proposed an efficient algorithm for clustering, which depend 

on appropriate initial point selection to allow the k-means algorithm to converge to a 

better local minimum. Convergence of the clustering was intended to be ends with a better 
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clustering set and using low iteration numbers compared to the original k-means 

algorithm. Similar to the Nazeer & Sebastina, (2009), the results of this algorithm show 

that using initial point for clustering reduce the time complexity while enhancing the 

accuracy of the clustering output. 

Shafeeq & Hareesha, (2012) proposed an algorithm for clustering, which depend 

on initial point selection and variable K-size. The proposed algorithm can be used weather 

the value of K is known or not. Similar to the Nazeer & Sebastina, (2009) and Fahim et 

al., (2009), the results of this algorithm show that using initial point for clustering enhance 

the accuracy of the clustering output but there was no evidence that the number of 

iterations was reduced. 

Islam & Ahmed, (2013) proposed a combined clustering algorithm with initial 

point selection. The proposed algorithm combined and analyze the effectiveness of K- 

Means, K-Medoids (Kaufman& Rousseeuw, 1987) and Hierarchical clustering (Corpet, 

1988). The results show that initial point-based clustering consume less time but might 

not enhance the results.  

Zheng & Zhang, (2014) proposed two algorithms based on existing clustering 

algorithms for image segmentation with a way of initial point selection. The first is to 

generalize Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm (Bezdek & Full, 1984) in order to 

overcome the insufficient robustness to image noise problem. The second was an 

extension of Hierarchical Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm (Dembele & Kastner, 

2003) in order to overcome the sensitivity of Euclidean distance to outliners by initial 

points. The results of these algorithms show improvement on robustness and effective 

image segmentation. 
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Various other techniques and algorithms that use initial points were proposed, 

such as the algorithms proposed by Fayyad & Bradley, (1998), Tishby & Slonim, (2001), 

Khan & Ahmad, (2004), Meila & Heckerman, (2013), Guha & Mishra, (2016), Goel & 

Srivastava, (2017). Overall, using initial point with techniques that depends on several 

iterations to reach good distribution of data points lead to enhance the outcome of the 

distribution (i.e.: clustering, segmentation, classification and etc.). Moreover, these points 

reduce the number of iterations required to reach the optimal solution. Table 2.1 

summarizes the related work on initial point-based techniques. 

Table 2.1: Summary of Initial Point-based Techniques 

Author (Year) Reference Algorithm Results 

Fayyad & Bradley, 

(1998) 

K-Means Time and Accuracy 

Enhancement  

Tishby & Slonim, 

(2001) 

Markov-based Accuracy Enhancement  

Khan & Ahmad, 

(2004) 

K-Means Accuracy Enhancement  

Nazeer & Sebastina, 

(2009) 

K-Means Time Enhancement  

Fahim et al., (2009) K-Means Time and Accuracy 

Enhancement  

Shafeeq & Hareesha, 

(2012) 

K-Means Accuracy Enhancement  

Islam & Ahmed, 

(2013) 

K-Means, K-Medoids 

and Hierarchical 

clustering 

Time Enhancement  

Meila & Heckerman, 

(2013) 

Expectation 

Maximization (EM)-

based  

Accuracy Enhancement  

Zheng & Zhang, 

(2014) 

Fuzzy C-Means and 

Hierarchical 

Clustering 

Accuracy Enhancement  

Guha & Mishra, 

(2016) 

K-Median  Accuracy Enhancement  

Goel & Srivastava, 

(2017) 

K-Means Accuracy Enhancement  
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2.3.2  Related Work: Graph-based Segmentation 

Graph-based image segmentation technique has been proved to produce a good 

output segmented images with the ability to be further enhanced and integrated with other 

techniques. Subsequently, various techniques have been proposed to enhance and 

improve this technique accordingly.  

Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, (2004) proposed a segmentation algorithm that 

implements greedy decisions, but, yet it satisfies pre-determined properties, the algorithm is 

applied after measuring the boundaries between regions on a graph-based representation. First, 

using local neighborhoods system, the input image is used to construct a graph, then, the 

segmentation is implemented by union and disunion nodes in the graph to form regions and 

boundaries. The proposed segmentation was tested with both, real image and synthetic image. 

The results show that that proposed algorithm has the ability to preserve detail in low-variability 

image regions while ignoring detail in high-variability regions, which distinguish this algorithm 

from other existing algorithms for image segmentation. 

Ren et al., (2006) proposed an image segmentation algorithm that uses the 

concept of defining local shapes by logistic classifier and they find that local shape model 

achieves an accuracy of 64% in predicting the correct figural assignment. The local shape 

construction uses a method to compute its edge map using Probability of Boundary (PB) 

operator. The local shape is used to train a classifier on the intended shapes. A linear 

classifier, which is trained in the previous stage, is then used to predict the figure/ground 

label at each image location. While, this algorithm does not use graph directly, it uses the 

concepts of nodes and arcs in describing the local shape model.  
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Wassenberg et al., (2009) proposed a Minimum Spanning Tree (MSP)-based 

algorithm with a novel graph-cutting heuristic. The proposed algorithm converts the input 

image into a single graph, then the well-known MSP algorithm is used to find the 

spanning tree that describes regions and links between regions (i.e.: boundaries). 

Moreover, in order to reduce the high computational cost for MSP algorithm, the 

proposed segmentation was executed in parallel manner. However, the algorithm still 

consumes comparably high computational resources, which makes it inapplicable in real-

life applications. The results show that the algorithm produces efficient results on 

standard images. 

Grundmann et al., (2010) proposed an efficient and scalable technique for 

spatial-temporal segmentation of long video sequences. The proposed work was built 

using hierarchical graph-based algorithm, which generates high quality segmentations. 

The proposed algorithm used a clip-based processing that divides the video into 

overlapping clips in time, and segments them successively while enforcing consistency 

to improve the scalability of the technique. The proposed algorithm was implemented 

using parallel out of-core model that can process much larger volumes compared to an 

in-core model. The results show that the algorithm produces efficient results on large 

volume images captured from video cameras. 

Pawn et al., (2010) proposed an algorithm that define the energy function of 

regions resulted from the segmentation process. The regions are linked by their 

boundaries in a graph-like manner. The resulted segments are modelled and then merged 

to form larger regions based on the adjacency relationships. The proposed algorithm was 

proven to give a better understanding of a given scene embodied in the resulted energy 

function. Moreover, it was proven that the segments obtained from bottom-up approaches 
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gives more reliable demonstration of the objects in the scene and can be used to extract 

reliable feature representation of the underlying scene. 

Mobahi et al., (2010) proposed a novel algorithm for natural image segmentation 

using minimum description length. The proposed algorithm encodes the length between 

the regions as a function of texture in a graph structure. Then, the segmentation algorithm 

is implemented over the graph with the goal to reduce the description length within the 

region, by having coherent structure and increase the description length among the 

regions by construct incoherent structure between these regions. The results show that the 

proposed algorithm produces an effective code for encoding boundaries of image and 

achieve the-state-of-the-art segmentation results. 

Kumar et al., (2010) proposed a segmentation algorithm that implements both 

bottom-up and top-down approaches over a graph corresponding to the input image. The 

findings of the proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows, 1) Obtain the pose of 

the input image without human interfered. 2) Obtain the shape and pose of the objects 

using an object category model. Another great achievement is their framework ability to 

process large intra class shape, appearance, and spatial variation. 

Hickson et al., (2014) proposed a scalable algorithm for videos segmentation, 

using multi-stage processing technique. The proposed technique can process videos 

regardless of the length by a moving window over several time windows. The proposed 

technique constructs a graph-based from the input scene and implements regions merging 

using minimum spanning tree. Overall, this technique can be summarized in four stages, 

these are: First: frame segmentation over n-consecutive frames (the experiment was 

performed using n = 8). Second: image over segmentation with the reference of color and 
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motion with respect to previous segmentation. Third: hierarchical segmentation with the 

reference of region’s histogram. Fourth: bipartite graph matching frames using frame 

overlapping to enforce the consistency of region identities over time. 

Yang et al., (2015) proposed a segmentation technique for 3D volumes, using 

graph and initial point selection. The proposed technique consists of two levels: First, 

super pixel segmentation process, which uses geometry to allocate initial points and 

construct regions in the image and produces over segmented map. The over segmented 

image is then represented as a graph of nodes that encodes regions and arcs that encode 

dissimilarity/similarity between regions. Second: A graph-based merging with a K-means 

like clustering is used to merge super pixels into larger regions. The proposed approach 

uses RGBD proximity, texture similarity, and boundary continuity to decide about the 

merging of neighboring super pixels. The experimental results show that the proposed 

technique over-performed several state-of-the-art algorithms for image segmentation. 

Burdescu & Slabu, (2015) proposed two algorithms for image segmentation 

using graphs. The first algorithm creates a hexagonal structure on the image and hexagons 

on graph. Then, using a modified form of the Kruskal’s algorithm, a minimum spanning 

tree algorithm to generate a set of color-based region models. Then, the determined 

regions are used to extract color and geometric features from the resulted segments. The 

second method is used to segment spatial images, using virtual tree-hexagonal network 

superposed over the initial image voxels. Compared to the first algorithm, this method 

reduces the execution time and maintain the accuracy of the output results. 
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Other algorithms for graph-based image and video segmentation were proposed 

in the literature. The goal of the graph-based segmentation is to use the graph to address 

the adjacency relationships between neighborhood pixels, super pixels and regions. These 

adjacency relationships are used to guide the merging process in bottom-up segmentation 

approaches or to guide the splitting process in top-down segmentation approaches.  

Overall, graph-based segmentation techniques were proven to provide good results, better 

understanding of the scene and efficient feature modeling. Table 2.2 summarizes the 

related work on graph-based image segmentation techniques. 

2.4 Summary  

In this chapter, the existing literature on image segmentation and the technique 

that uses initial points to direct the processing of samples and images were discussed. 

There are various image segmentation categories, such as thresholding, region growing, 

clustering and graph-based segmentation. Graph-based technique was proved to provide 

good results, better understanding of the scene and efficient feature modeling, yet it 

consumes time. Subsequently, initial point-based processing was used in the literature 

with segmentation and other segmentation-like applications, such as clustering in order 

to reduce the number of required iterations without affecting the overall mechanism that 

is built over a graph representation. Table 2.3 summarizes the techniques, which was 

addressed in this chapter.  
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Table 2.2: Summary of Graph-based Segmentation Techniques 

Author (Year) Reference Algorithm Results 

Felzenszwalb & 

Huttenlocher, (2004) 

Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Ren et al., (2006). Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Wassenberg et al., 

(2009) 
Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Grundmann et al., (2010) Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Pawn et al., (2010) Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Mobahi et al., (2010) Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Kumar et al., (2010) Bottom-Up Shape-Recognition 

Hickson et al., (2014) Bottom-Up Time Enhancement 

Yang et al., (2015) Bottom-Up Accuracy Enhancement 

Burdescu & Slabu, 

(2015) 
Bottom-Up % Top-

Down 

Time Enhancement 
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 Table 2.3: Summary of the Literature 

Author (Year) Graph-

Based 

Initial-Point 

based 

Reduce 

Complexity  

Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, (2004) √ X X 

Ren et al., (2006). √ X X 

Wassenberg et al., (2009) √ X X 

Grundmann et al., (2010) √ X X 

Pawn et al., (2010) √ X X 

Mobahi et al., (2010) √ X X 

Kumar et al., (2010) √ X X 

Hickson et al., (2014) √ X √ 

Yang et al., (2015) √ X X 

Burdescu & Slabu, (2015) √ √ √ 

Fayyad & Bradley, (1998) X √ √ 

Tishby & Slonim, (2001) X √ X 

Khan & Ahmad, (2004) X √ X 

Nazeer & Sebastina, (2009) X √ √ 

Fahim et al., (2009) X √ √ 

Shafeeq & Hareesha, (2012) X √ X 

Islam & Ahmed, (2013) X √ √ 

Meila & Heckerman, (2013) X √ X 

Zheng & Zhang, (2014) X √ X 

Guha & Mishra, (2016) X √ X 

Goel & Srivastava, (2017) X √ X 

As noted, initial-point automatic selection is mostly associated with the time and 

complexity reduction. Subsequently, it can be used to enhance the time complexity of the 

graph-based segmentation technique. Moreover, the existing algorithms for graph-based 

were leak the motivation to reduce time, which make most of them of high complexity. 

The graph-based technique, which was proposed by Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 

(2004) is accurate and efficient, yet it can be further enhanced accordingly.  
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

In this chapter, an extension to the graph-based image segmentation technique is 

proposed in order to reduce the time consumption while preserve the segmentation 

quality. The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 3.1 is an introduction. 

Section 3.2 presents the overall framework of the proposed work. Section 3.3 discusses 

the process of image smoothing. Section 3.4explains the way by which the image is 

converted into a graph. Section 3.5 proposed an approach for initial point selection. 

Section 3.6 discusses the proposed algorithm for image segmentation based on initial 

points. Section 3.7 illustrates an example. Finally, a summary is given in Section 3.8.  

3.1 Introduction  

The existing graph-based image segmentation technique, which was proposed by 

Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, (2004) uses greedy algorithm that consumes nearly linear 

time. The aim of the proposed work is to reduce the time consumption by defining initial 

points in the image and applies the algorithm depending on these points. Initial point is a 

pixel with similar feature (color for example) to the pixels around it that makes is the core 

of a homogenous region. Initial point selection has been reported in the literature with 

region-growing segmentation techniques, data clustering and clustering-based 

segmentation. Subsequently, using initial point to form homogenous regions was tested 

and verified. In this chapter, initial points are automatically identified and employed in 

graph-based image segmentation.   
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3.2 The Proposed Framework  

The proposed framework, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 is composed of various steps 

that started with the input image and produces a segmented image. As mentioned, the 

goal of the given framework is to minimize the required time without effecting the 

efficiency of the segmentation results by decreasing the number of iterations needed. The 

process that are included in the proposed framework are: image smoothing, image-to-

graph conversion, initial points selection and segmentation, those steps are discussed in 

the following sections.  

The input image is first smoothed and the resulted smoothed image is then used 

to construct a graph representation of nodes and arcs. The smoothed image is also used 

as input for initial point selection, by which initial points are identified in order to guide 

the segmentation process. Finally, the segmentation process uses the initial point and the 

graph representation in order to find boundaries and forms regions over the original input 

and the final output is produced accordingly.  

 

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of the Proposed Framework 
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3.3 Image Smoothing  

Images captured by typical digital cameras, which are called natural images, are 

subject to variety of disturbing effects, such as noise and illumination. Subsequently, 

smoothing are required in order to enhance the quality of the images, which will enhance 

the output of the segmentation process. Another important benefit of smoothing and 

image is having good results regardless to the image resolution. There are variety of 

purposes for image smoothing, such as noise removal and gesture marking, each of these 

purposes are implemented by variety of methods. 

In the proposed work, the smoothing is implemented in several stages, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.2. The input image is first decomposed into their color channels, 

red, green and blue and the noise is removed based on comparing each pixel channel with 

its neighborhood. Then, the resulted images after decomposition and noise removal is 

processed by gesture. Finally, the results images are combined back into a single 

smoothed image. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of image smoothing as implemented 

in the proposed work.  

 

Figure 3.2: Flow Chart of the Smoothing Stage 
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Figure 3.3: Example of the Smoothing Stage Intermediate Outputs 

3.4 Image to Graph Conversion 

The first step in the proposed technique, as similar to Felzenszwalb & 

Huttenlocher, (2004), is to read the input image and convert the image into an undirected 

graph. Pixels in the image are processed iteratively and each pixel is used to create a graph 

node. Besides, each node, except for the pixels at the border, is linked with four or eight 

arcs, depends on the neighborhood system utilized. The weights at the established arcs in 

the graph are calculated as the difference in color, or any other image feature utilized, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.4. Algorithm 3.1 gives the process of convert image to graph.  
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Figure 3.4: Graph Representation of an Image 

Algorithm 3.1: Image to Graph Conversion 

1. Input Image I(x:0-n-1,y:0-m-1) 

2. Create Graph G (Empty Set of Nodes) 

3. Foreach Pixel P(i,j) in I, do 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

       Create Node nt : nt = P(i,j), iff not in G 

       Foreach Neighborhood P*(i*,j*) to P, do   

               Create Node nu*, if nu* not in G   

               Create arc av(nt,nu*)  

               Calculate arcWight= |Intensity (n)- Intensity (n*)| 

        EndFor 

        Add nt, nu *, av(n,n*) to G 

EndFor 

Output: G 

Line 1 represents the input image as a matrix pf n-rows and m-columns. In line 2, 

an empty graph without nodes nor arcs are created. Line 3 to line 11 address the actual 

graph construction process. Line 4 creates a node for every pixel in the input image, if 

and only if that pixel does not exist in G which occurs with the first pixel only, as the 

nodes with other pixels will be created in line 6. Then, in line 5 to line 9, the neighborhood 

pixels are processed. Line 6 creates a node for every neighborhood pixel, if and only if 

that pixel does not exist in G. Arcs that are connecting nodes and its associated weights 
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are calculated in line 7 and line 8, respectively. Finally, the created nodes and arcs are 

added to the graph in line 10.  

3.5 Initial Points Selection 

Initial points are non-boundary points in an image, which are identified based on 

the difference between two neighborhood pixels in a comparison with predefined 

threshold. The initial point selection is iteratively process the input points in the image 

and among a sub-set of identical or similar points (i.e.: data points are said to be similar 

if and only if the difference in color, or any utilized feature, is below some threshold), a 

single point is preserved. This process is repeated, until the number of data points reach 

some pre-defined number of points or until the differences between the data points are 

above some threshold.  The process of initial point selection is illustrated in Figure 3.5, 

and are described in the following. 
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Figure 3.5: Flow Chart of Initial Points Selection 

Initial Points Selection Steps: 

Step 1: Create an initial dataset (A0), which contains all the pixels in the image. 

Step 2: The distance between each pair of neighborhood points in the data set (A0) is 

calculated.  

Step 3: Select the closest pair of points in the set (A0) and move them to a new dataset 

(A1), while deleting them from the initial dataset (A0). 

Step 4: Move all the points in (A0) that are similar to the points in (A1) iteratively, until 

the number of data points in A1 reach a threshold. 

0Create Initial Dataset A 

iA to 
0

j++, Similar Items A 

i
, Create Dataset Ai++ 

Ǿ || ==  0A
thi==Set 

 

0
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i
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i
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Yes 

No 
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Step 5: Select the closest pair of points in the remaining items of the set (A0) and move 

them to a new dataset (A2), while deleting them from the initial dataset (A0). 

Step 6: Move all the points in (A0) that are similar to the points in (A2) iteratively, until 

the number of data points in A1 reach a threshold. 

Step 7: Repeat step 5 and step 6 to create the set Ai, where i, is a pre-defined number or 

until no more data points left in A0.  

Step 8: Calculate the value of the initial point as the points which hold the average value 

in each dataset Ai. 

Subsequently, initial point selection ensures that points that is intermediate among a 

group of similar pixels are selected. Depends on initial point selection, regions can be 

formed around these points and boundaries can be identified accordingly.  Figure 3.6 

illustrates example of boundary identification based on initial point selection, while 

Figure 3.7 illustrates example of segment identification based on initial point selection. 
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Figure 3.6: Initial Points based Boundary Identification 

 

Figure 3.7: Initial Points based Regions Identification 
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3.6 Image Segmentation 

Using initial point selection, graph segmentation is implemented by merging 

pixels to the initial points based on the similarity/difference between the pixels. Yet, 

initial points are not allowed to be merged into a segment. Subsequently, a more 

consistent region forming is implemented in the proposed technique compared to the 

original graph-based segmentation, which allows all the pixels. This consistency reduced 

the merging-splitting process and produce more accurate results having that the initial 

points are consistent with each other.  

The proposed segmentation process is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The segmentation 

process depends on using minimum spanning tree to find the segment in the image with 

extra condition that prevent the process from linking two initial points to each other using 

high cost plenty of such action. As such, each initial point is used to form a segment in 

the produced output segmented image. Algorithm 3.2 gives the process of initial point-

based graph-based image segmentation. 

 

Figure 3.8: Flow Chart of Proposed Segmentation 

Modified 

Graph 
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Algorithm 3.2: Graph Segmentation with Initial Points 

1. Input Image I, Graph G, Initial Point S 

2. G’ = Weight-Adjustment (G,S) 

3. ST = MST (G’) 

4. 

5. 

Segmented-Image = Form(ST, I) 

Output Segmented-Image 

Line 1 represents the input, created graph and the set of initial points. In line 2, 

the input graph is modified, such as the links between the initial points are removed, by 

tracing the highest weights among the chain of connected edges and remove them 

accordingly. Line 3 implement MSP and produce the output trees, which is converted into 

regions in line 4. 

In order to produce images that identifies the boundaries, all the pixels that have 

no significant differences with any of its neighbors (i.e.: the pixels with remaining 

connecting arcs/edges) are given one identical color, while the pixels that have significant 

differences with any of its neighbors (i.e.: the pixels with few or no connecting 

arcs/edges) are given different color to identify the boundaries in the image. For region 

identification output, each set of pixels that have no significant differences with each 

other (i.e.: the pixels that connected to the one point) are given one color. 

3.7 Example 

In order to illustrate the segmentation process, an example over a given graph is 

illustrated. Consider the graph that was given in Figure 3.4. The initial points are 

identified as a pair of identical nodes in the graph, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. As noted, 

among the graph nodes, the initial points are those linked to another with arcs of weights 

equal to zero. By other means, initial points are those identical to other nodes, in intensity, 

within the graph. In the given example, five initial points distributed over the input graph 

are identified. Apply the algorithm starting from each initial point, using MST and 

merging nodes will result in several regions, as shown in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.9: Example of Initial Points Selection 

 

Figure 3.10: Example of Segmented Graph-based Image 
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3.8 Summary 

In this chapter, graph-based image segmentation is implemented based on initial point 

selection. The proposed technique merge pixels to the initial points based on the 

similarity/difference between the pixels. Yet, initial points are not allowed to be merged 

into a segment. First, the input image is smoothed. Then, a graph is created from the input 

image and the initial points are selected from the input image, as well. According to the 

initial points, the input graph is modified, such as the links between the initial points are 

removed. Finally, MSP is implemented and the output trees is used to generate the 

segmented image. 
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Chapter Four 

Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this chapter, the efficiency of the proposed extension is evaluated based on a 

set of images acquired from an image dataset. The proposed technique is compared with 

the original graph-based image segmentation (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 2004). This 

chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 is an introduction. Section 4.2 presents the 

implementation details. Section 4.3 gives details of the image dataset utilized in the 

experiments. Section 4.4 discusses the time and accuracy of the proposed technique in 

comparison with the original technique. Finally, a summary is given in Section 4.5.  

4.1 Introduction  

In order to validate and evaluate an image segmentation algorithm, a dataset of 

number of images with its ground truth, which describes, by any means, the correct 

segmentation of the image, is used. The algorithm, to be evaluated, should be 

implemented and the output is compared to the ground truth. An accuracy measure, based 

on the differences between the produce output and the ground truth is calculated as an 

output for the evaluation process.  

4.2 Implementation 

The proposed segmentation technique was implemented using Java in NetBeans 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) version 8.1. The implementation was 

conducted with reference to the code provided by Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, (2004). 

The original code provided by Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, (2004), was built using 

C++.  This code was re-implemented and modified using Java.  
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The implementation of the proposed technique is implemented in two stages, the 

second step can be region-based or boundary-based, which result in two different outputs. 

The first stage, is implemented as follows:   

1. Divide the input image into three images each of a single-color channel, for each 

pixel in the original image, each color value is placed in different image while the 

other two are set to zero. 

2. Smooth each generated image using tow techniques, to discard any unnecessary 

high difference in similar colors. 

3. Build undirected graph of the image, where each edge weight equals to the 

difference between the two nodes of that edge. 

4. Define initial points by combining the neighborhood pixels with minor weight 

difference. 

5. Implement segmentation.  

The second stage consists of defining the output segmented images according to one 

of two methods, produce boundaries image or produce color segmented image. To 

produce boundary image, pixels within any region is given a single color, while pixels 

between regions are given different color. While to produce a region image, pixels within 

each region is given different color.  

4.3 Parameters Setting 

There are two parameters that are identified by the user, these are K and minSize. 

The variable K, is a constant represents threshold used for the edge weight, where any 

edge weight value higher than K represent a boundary. The variable minSize, is a constant 

that represents the minimum number of pixels to be included in any segment. In the graph-

based segmentation, the number of generated segments can be minimized by using high 
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values for Kand minSize. Figure 4.1 illustrates an example of row image and two 

segmentation results, the first one using low values for K and minSize, which result in 

segmenting most of the image details, while the second one using high values for K and 

minSize, which result in segmenting the main object in the image. 

Generally, the values of the involved parameters are determined based on the 

nature of the images to be segmented. There is a need to use different values with indoor 

images compare to outdoor images. Moreover, medical images totally different from 

natural images, subsequently, the values of parameters K and minSize, needs to be 

determined carefully for each type of images.  

Common approach for parameter settings is try different values with randomly 

selected images in the dataset and choose the best values. These values are then used with 

all the images in the dataset.   

Figure 4.1: Image segmentation using Different Values for K and minSize 

4.4 Datasets 

To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm, a set of images with various 

resolutions, in order to evaluate the time consumption, are used. Samples of these images 

are given in Figure 4.2. These images are colored images with 256 levels in each channel 

(RGB) encoded in JPG format. Moreover, second dataset, which is provided by Pascal’s 
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challenge with thousands of images and their associated ground truth, are used. Pascal 

challenge provides standardized image data sets for object class recognition, a common 

set of tools for accessing the data sets and annotations and enables evaluation and 

comparison of different methods. Example of Pascal’s images are given in Figure 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.2: Example Images from the 1st Dataset 

Figure 4.3: Example Images from Pascal Dataset 

4.5 Results and Comparison  

The experiments are conducted for the proposed technique and the compared 

technique over the image datasets, which were discussed earlier. Sample of the produced 

outputs for the first dataset, using the original technique, the proposed technique to 

produce boundary images and the proposed technique to produce region images are given 
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in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively. Sample of the produced outputs for 

pascal dataset, using the original technique and the proposed technique are given in Figure 

4.7 and Figure 4.8, respectively. Time and accuracy of the results are compared in the 

following sub-sections. 

 

Figure 4.4: Result of Segmentation using the Original Technique on the 1st Dataset 
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Figure 4.5: Result of Segmentation using the Proposed Technique-Boundary 

Images on the 1st Dataset 

 

Figure 4.6: Result of Segmentation using the Proposed Technique-Region Images 

on the 1st Dataset 
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Figure 4.7: Result of Segmentation using the Original Technique on Pascal 

Dataset, Left: Original Image, Middle: Ground Truth, Right: Output 
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Figure 4.8: Result of Segmentation using the Proposed Technique on Pascal 

Dataset, Left: Original Image, Middle: Ground Truth, Right: Output 
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4.5.1 Time Comparison  

Table 4.1 shows a comparison, in time, between the proposed technique and the 

original technique over sample images with different resolutions. As noted in Table 4.1, 

the time consumption for the proposed technique is much better than the original 

technique, especially with large images. In comparison between using the proposed 

technique to produce boundary-image or region-image, there is no clear differences in the 

time consumption. The rest of the experiments will be conducted for region-based, as thre 

is no differences in complexity and pascal’s dataset provides ground truth for regions 

only. Table 4.2 shows a comparison, in time, between the proposed technique and the 

original technique over sample images from pascal. Overall, the proposed technique 

reduces running time by 58-66%. 

Table 4.1: Time Comparison for the 1st Dataset 

Image 
Number 

of Pixels 
K Min. size 

Time of 

Original 

Technique 

Time of 

Proposed/ 

Boundaries 

Time of 

Proposed/ 

Regions 

Swan.jpg 154401 550 20 8 seconds 5 seconds 6 seconds 

Duck.jpg 154401 550 25 8 seconds 5 seconds 5 seconds 

India.jpg 154401 700 50 8 seconds 5 seconds 5 seconds 

Bear.png 122694 1000 80 7 seconds 4 seconds 4 seconds 

grain.gif 60000 1500 300 5 seconds 3 seconds 3 seconds 

Table 4.2: Sample Time Comparison for Pascal Dataset 

Image Name 
Total 

Pixels 

Time of 

Original 

Technique 

Time of 

Proposed/ 

Regions 

Running Time 

Difference (%) 

629 115000 6.0 3.5 58.33 

2007_000032 140500 8.0 5.0 62.50 

918 160500 9.0 6.0 66.67 

572 165500 9.0 6.0 66.67 

241 166000 9.0 6.0 66.67 

392 166000 9.0 6.0 66.67 

738 166000 9.0 6.0 66.67 

2007_000061 166500 9.0 6.0 66.67 

243 166500 9.0 6.0 66.67 

333 166500 9.0 6.0 66.67 
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4.5.2 Accuracy Comparison  

The accuracy of the segmentation techniques, is calculated by comparing the 

output segmented image with the ground truth, provided by the dataset, as calculated in 

Equation 4.1. 

 Accuracy=CorrectlySegmentedPixels/NumberPixels *100%                       (4.1) 

Table 4.3 gives a comparison between the accuracy of the proposed and compared 

technique based on a sub-set of pascal images. A wider comparison is given in Appendix 

A, Appendix B and Appendix C. Overall, the average accuracy result of testing 2000 

images in pascal dataset is equal to 84.13627% ≈ 84.14% compared to 68.12% in the 

original technique. Examples of the results with accuracy percentage are given in Figure 

4.9.  

Table 4.3: Sample Accuracy Comparison for Pascal Dataset 

Image Name 
Total 

Pixels 

# Correct in 

Original 

Approach 

Accuracy of 

Original 

Approach 

# Correct of 

Proposed 

Work 

Accuracy 

of 

Proposed 

Work 

629 115000 65421 56.888 86827 75.502 

2007_000032 140500 75632 53.831 91827 65.357 

918 160500 83254 51.872 123120 76.710 

572 165500 116573 70.437 163448 98.760 

241 166000 99932 60.200 147278 88.722 

392 166000 59326 35.739 88668 53.414 

738 166000 132658 79.914 157148 94.667 

2007_000061 166500 103562 62.199 138246 83.031 

243 166500 83253 50.002 111491 66.962 

333 166500 82899 49.789 115226 69.205 

346 166500 115382 69.298 151907 91.235 

363 166500 147932 88.848 151077 90.737 
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32.21% 87.36% 

  
35.67 50.79% 

  
28.36% 53.13% 

  
77.23% 89.63% 

  
51.13% 92.37% 

  
52.76% 

 
72.41% 

  
48.23% 72.62% 

Average 46.51% 74.04% 

Figure 4.9: Result of Segmentation using Proposed and Original Techniques on 

Pascal Dataset, Left: Original Image, Middle: Original, Right: Proposed 
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4.6 Summary and Discussion 

In this chapter, the validation and evaluation of the proposed graph-based image 

segmentation with initial points technique have been conducted, using a dataset of 

number of images with its ground truth, which describes, by any means, the correct 

segmentation of the image. The proposed algorithm is implemented and the output is 

compared to the ground truth. The accuracy measure, based on the differences between 

the produce output and the ground truth is calculated as an output for the evaluation 

process. The experimental results of the proposed technique have shown different 

statistics for the time consumption and accuracy. The proposed technique reduces running 

time by 58-66% and the average accuracy result of testing 2000 images in pascal dataset 

for the proposed technique is equal to 84.13627% ≈ 84.14% compared to 68.12% in the 

original technique. Overall, the proposed technique consumes less time and enhances the 

accuracy of the output.  
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this chapter, conclusion and wrap up of this thesis are given. This chapter is 

organized as follows: Section 5.1 gives the conclusion of this thesis. Section 5.2 presents 

the limitation of the conducted research. Finally, future works are highlighted in Section 

5.3.  

5.1Conclusion 

In this thesis, a graph-based image segmentation with initial points technique is 

presented. The selection of initial points is done depending on minimum edges weight, 

where the neighborhood pixels with low edge weight are grouped together to initialize a 

point, and then actual segments are created graph-based technique. The contributions of 

the proposed work are as follow:  

- Modifying the process of graph-based segmentation technique and reduce the 

execution time by decreasing the number of examined. 

- Perform graph-based image segmentation process around initial points with 

specific homogenous characteristics.  

- Automatically define significant initial points in the image by examining the 

relationships between the neighborhood pixels and group similar pixels to form a 

point. 

- Implement, evaluate and compare the results of the proposed work using an pascal 

image dataset ad proof the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed technique.  
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Overall, the proposed technique produced very accurate results compared to 

segmentation results generated using the original graph-based image segmentation on 

Pascal's Challenge dataset. The experimental results of the proposed technique have 

shown that the proposed technique reduces running time by 58-66% and the average 

accuracy result of testing 2000 images in pascal dataset for the proposed technique is 

equal to 84.13627% ≈ 84.14% compared to 68.12% in the original technique. 

5.2 Limitations and Obstacles 

The graph-based image segmentation depends on two parameters in order to be 

executed. These parameters cannot be predefined for all images and must be changed for 

each different image. The variable K, is a constant represents threshold used for the edge 

weight, where any edge weight value higher than K represent a boundary. The variable 

minSize, is a constant that represents the minimum number of pixels to be included in 

any segment. Experimentally, K and minSize were identified manually according to the 

number of objects in the image.   

As the conducted experiments are designed for natural image, which include 

variety of colors, variations, texture and regions, the parameter values cannot be 

determined in advanced. Color variety in any segmentation technique leads to produce 

high number of regions. To minimize the number of regions, minimum acceptable 

number of pixels in single region, which is represented by the variable minSize, is 

increased. However, when the value of minSize is increased, some objects or sub-objects 

in the image may be lost since region of this item cannot reach the value of minSize 

threshold. Subsequently, setting up the parameters values is obstacle.  
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5.3 Future Work 

There will be huge scope for further enhancement over the proposed technique in the 

future, some of which are listed below: 

1- Find an automatic technique to assign values for the parameters K and minSize 

without any user interfere. 

2- Instead of using a random color for each segment, create a selection technique to 

select a color that match the initial point color. Changing the colors of the 

segments to be from the original image will make the segments more mature 

allowing the viewer to perceive them correctly with naked eye. 

3- Implements different smoothing level and allows for automatic selection of the 

the smoothing filters according to the resolution and colors level in each image. 

4- Implement the technique on videos and medical images. 
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Appendix A: Original Segmentation Results 

Accuracy % 
Wrong 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 
Total Pixels W * H 

Image 
Name 

53.83060498 64868 75632 140500 281 500 032 

47.71912568 95674 87326 183000 366 500 033 

72.45226667 51652 135848 187500 375 500 039 

95.30626866 7862 159638 167500 335 500 042 

62.1993994 62938 103562 166500 333 500 061 

72.84373333 50918 136582 187500 375 500 063 

96.01653333 7469 180031 187500 375 500 068 

71.9264 52638 134862 187500 375 500 121 

69.1904 57768 129732 187500 375 500 123 

89.29706667 20068 167432 187500 375 500 129 

86.47893333 25352 162148 187500 375 500 170 

72.49333333 51575 135925 187500 375 500 175 

52.39306667 89263 98237 187500 375 500 187 

60.2 66068 99932 166000 332 500 241 

50.0018018 83247 83253 166500 333 500 243 

70.65653333 55019 132481 187500 375 500 250 

79.28979592 35518 135982 171500 343 500 256 

46.52266667 100270 87230 187500 375 500 323 

90.8352 17184 170316 187500 375 500 332 

49.78918919 83601 82899 166500 333 500 333 

69.2984985 51118 115382 166500 333 500 346 

88.84804805 18568 147932 166500 333 500 363 

66.05973333 63638 123862 187500 375 500 364 

35.73855422 106674 59326 166000 332 500 392 

76.4256 44202 143298 187500 375 500 452 

76.42293333 44207 143293 187500 375 500 464 

53.69706667 86818 100682 187500 375 500 480 

91.76586826 13751 153249 167000 334 500 491 

78.80048544 43671 162329 206000 412 500 504 

72.69173333 51203 136297 187500 375 500 515 

81.74293333 34232 153268 187500 375 500 528 

87.08693333 24212 163288 187500 375 500 529 

67.904 60180 127320 187500 375 500 549 

57.87459459 77932 107068 185000 370 500 559 

70.43685801 48927 116573 165500 331 500 572 

74.3088 48171 139329 187500 375 500 584 

56.88782609 49579 65421 115000 230 500 629 

85.5038806 24281 143219 167500 335 500 636 

76.73173333 43628 143872 187500 375 500 645 

88.86066066 18547 147953 166500 333 500 648 

81.7488 34221 153279 187500 375 500 661 
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Accuracy % 
Wrong 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 
Total Pixels W * H 

Image 
Name 

86.85924171 27727 183273 211000 422 500 663 

76.12373333 44768 142732 187500 375 500 676 

95.2422619 7993 160007 168000 336 500 713 

76.98798799 38315 128185 166500 333 500 720 

60.76693333 73562 113938 187500 375 500 727 

52.76066411 92471 103279 195750 435 450 733 

79.91445783 33342 132658 166000 332 500 738 

78.4016 40497 147003 187500 375 500 762 

56.97706667 80668 106832 187500 375 500 768 

65.91413333 63911 123589 187500 375 500 793 

76.0736 44862 142638 187500 375 500 821 

71.6912 53079 134421 187500 375 500 822 

81.32586667 35014 152486 187500 375 500 825 

76.42453333 44204 143296 187500 375 500 832 

59.66756757 74615 110385 185000 370 500 839 

70.75093333 54842 132658 187500 375 500 842 

76.42026667 44212 143288 187500 375 500 843 

81.73973333 34238 153262 187500 375 500 846 

47.98678679 86602 79898 166500 333 500 847 

65.9664 63813 123687 187500 375 500 848 

58.87146667 77116 110384 187500 375 500 855 

55.08746667 84211 103289 187500 375 500 856 

53.31893333 87527 99973 187500 375 500 859 

60.41546667 74221 113279 187500 375 500 863 

64.49833729 74731 135769 210500 421 500 864 

89.7456 19227 168273 187500 375 500 868 

89.55893333 19577 167923 187500 375 500 870 

85.9248 26391 161109 187500 375 500 871 

87.08746667 24211 163289 187500 375 500 876 

60.39644444 89108 135892 225000 450 500 877 

60.4256 74202 113298 187500 375 500 878 

65.91733333 63905 123595 187500 375 500 892 

74.5824 47658 139842 187500 375 500 896 

39.71272727 132632 87368 220000 440 500 903 

55.4576 83517 103983 187500 375 500 905 

66.0224 63708 123792 187500 375 500 906 

76.416 44220 143280 187500 375 500 908 

53.24685714 81818 93182 175000 350 500 911 

60.68746667 73711 113789 187500 375 500 912 

52.4384 89178 98322 187500 375 500 915 

74.5984 47628 139872 187500 375 500 917 

51.87165109 77246 83254 160500 321 500 918 

55.07573333 84233 103267 187500 375 500 920 
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Accuracy % 
Wrong 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 
Total Pixels W * H 

Image 
Name 

53.1904 87768 99732 187500 375 500 923 

84.65706667 28768 158732 187500 375 500 925 

68.2416 59547 127953 187500 375 500 927 

47.94714715 86668 79832 166500 333 500 930 

78.5136 40287 147213 187500 375 500 931 

68.57706667 58918 128582 187500 375 500 934 

30.1856 130902 56598 187500 375 500 935 

44.408 104235 83265 187500 375 500 937 

47.37814727 110769 99731 210500 421 500 942 

70.4096 55482 132018 187500 375 500 943 

60.42346667 74206 113294 187500 375 500 948 

62.69885714 65277 109723 175000 350 500 963 

78.89706667 39568 147932 187500 375 500 967 

55.2256 83952 103548 187500 375 500 968 

65.8656 64002 123498 187500 375 500 975 

68.42676 Average 
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Appendix B: Proposed Work Results 

Accuracy % 
Wrongly 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 

Total 
Pixels 

W * H 
Image 
Name 

65.35729537 48673 91827 140500 281 500 032 

60.82349727 71693 111307 183000 366 500 033 

81.83893333 34052 153448 187500 375 500 039 

96.78447761 5386 162114 167500 335 500 042 

83.03063063 28254 138246 166500 333 500 061 

95.96373333 7568 179932 187500 375 500 063 

99.5328 876 186624 187500 375 500 068 

95.26453333 8879 178621 187500 375 500 121 

85.93173333 26378 161122 187500 375 500 123 

95.27466667 8860 178640 187500 375 500 129 

90.09706667 18568 168932 187500 375 500 170 

90.66826667 17497 170003 187500 375 500 175 

67.85813333 60266 127234 187500 375 500 187 

88.72168675 18722 147278 166000 332 500 241 

66.96156156 55009 111491 166500 333 500 243 

86.46933333 25370 162130 187500 375 500 250 

89.60991254 17819 153681 171500 343 500 256 

54.3904 85518 101982 187500 375 500 323 

99.5296 882 186618 187500 375 500 332 

69.2048048 51274 115226 166500 333 500 333 

91.23543544 14593 151907 166500 333 500 346 

90.73693694 15423 151077 166500 333 500 363 

76.05226667 44902 142598 187500 375 500 364 

53.41445783 77332 88668 166000 332 500 392 

91.82613333 15326 172174 187500 375 500 452 

89.41813333 19841 167659 187500 375 500 464 

68.56 58950 128550 187500 375 500 480 

99.48562874 859 166141 167000 334 500 491 

93.26019417 13884 192116 206000 412 500 504 

92.42826667 14197 173303 187500 375 500 515 

95.96213333 7571 179929 187500 375 500 528 

96.02346667 7456 180044 187500 375 500 529 

97.4112 4854 182646 187500 375 500 549 

91.75945946 15245 169755 185000 370 500 559 

98.76012085 2052 163448 165500 331 500 572 

97.02293333 5582 181918 187500 375 500 584 

75.50173913 28173 86827 115000 230 500 629 

93.50149254 10885 156615 167500 335 500 636 

83.9616 30072 157428 187500 375 500 645 

96.82342342 5289 161211 166500 333 500 648 

92.20693333 14612 172888 187500 375 500 661 
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Accuracy % 
Wrongly 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 

Total 
Pixels 

W * H 
Image 
Name 

99.4042654 1257 209743 211000 422 500 663 

98.30293333 3182 184318 187500 375 500 676 

99.4827381 869 167131 168000 336 500 713 

78.49189189 35811 130689 166500 333 500 720 

66.41813333 62966 124534 187500 375 500 727 

71.42068966 55944 139806 195750 435 450 733 

94.66746988 8852 157148 166000 332 500 738 

90.44906667 17908 169592 187500 375 500 762 

96.05386667 7399 180101 187500 375 500 768 

94.0016 11247 176253 187500 375 500 793 

87.24853333 23909 163591 187500 375 500 821 

95.7504 7968 179532 187500 375 500 822 

90.70026667 17437 170063 187500 375 500 825 

86.432 25440 162060 187500 375 500 832 

77.4372973 41741 143259 185000 370 500 839 

90.536 17745 169755 187500 375 500 842 

87.17226667 24052 163448 187500 375 500 843 

97.02293333 5582 181918 187500 375 500 846 

52.14834835 79673 86827 166500 333 500 847 

89.13653333 20369 167131 187500 375 500 848 

69.7008 56811 130689 187500 375 500 855 

66.41813333 62966 124534 187500 375 500 856 

74.5632 47694 139806 187500 375 500 859 

73.7312 49254 138246 187500 375 500 863 

85.4783848 30568 179932 210500 421 500 864 

94.19946667 10876 176624 187500 375 500 868 

95.26453333 8879 178621 187500 375 500 870 

85.93173333 26378 161122 187500 375 500 871 

95.27466667 8860 178640 187500 375 500 876 

81.44977778 41738 183262 225000 450 500 877 

86.59093333 25142 162358 187500 375 500 878 

85.18986667 27769 159731 187500 375 500 892 

81.74346667 34231 153269 187500 375 500 896 

78.75818182 46732 173268 220000 440 500 903 

86.63306667 25063 162437 187500 375 500 905 

91.73386667 15499 172001 187500 375 500 906 

92.408 14235 173265 187500 375 500 908 

77.08114286 40108 134892 175000 350 500 911 

81.7552 34209 153291 187500 375 500 912 

72.8432 50919 136581 187500 375 500 915 

86.7088 24921 162579 187500 375 500 917 

76.71028037 37380 123120 160500 321 500 918 

84.20906667 29608 157892 187500 375 500 920 
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Accuracy % 
Wrongly 

Segmented 
Pixels 

Correctly 
Segmented 

Pixels 

Total 
Pixels 

W * H 
Image 
Name 

76.63573333 43808 143692 187500 375 500 923 

96.01813333 7466 180034 187500 375 500 925 

92.4224 14208 173292 187500 375 500 927 

68.02162162 53244 113256 166500 333 500 930 

90.09226667 18577 168923 187500 375 500 931 

93.50133333 12185 175315 187500 375 500 934 

48.9744 95673 91827 187500 375 500 935 

59.36373333 76193 111307 187500 375 500 937 

72.89691211 57052 153448 210500 421 500 942 

86.4608 25386 162114 187500 375 500 943 

73.7312 49254 138246 187500 375 500 948 

75.76685714 42408 132592 175000 350 500 963 

99.5328 876 186624 187500 375 500 967 

87.08746667 24211 163289 187500 375 500 968 

75.95626667 45082 142418 187500 375 500 975 

84.56344593 Average 
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Appendix C: Comparison Results 
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629 500 230 115000 65421 56.888 86827 75.502 6.0 3.5 58.33 

2007_000032 500 281 140500 75632 53.831 91827 65.357 8.0 5.0 62.50 

918 500 321 160500 83254 51.872 123120 76.710 9.0 6.0 66.67 

572 500 331 165500 116573 70.437 163448 98.760 9.0 6.0 66.67 

241 500 332 166000 99932 60.200 147278 88.722 9.0 6.0 66.67 

392 500 332 166000 59326 35.739 88668 53.414 9.0 6.0 66.67 

738 500 332 166000 132658 79.914 157148 94.667 9.0 6.0 66.67 

2007_000061 500 333 166500 103562 62.199 138246 83.031 9.0 6.0 66.67 

243 500 333 166500 83253 50.002 111491 66.962 9.0 6.0 66.67 

333 500 333 166500 82899 49.789 115226 69.205 9.0 6.0 66.67 

346 500 333 166500 115382 69.298 151907 91.235 9.0 6.0 66.67 

363 500 333 166500 147932 88.848 151077 90.737 9.0 6.0 66.67 

648 500 333 166500 147953 88.861 161211 96.823 9.0 6.0 66.67 

720 500 333 166500 128185 76.988 130689 78.492 9.0 6.0 66.67 

847 500 333 166500 79898 47.987 86827 52.148 9.0 6.0 66.67 

930 500 333 166500 79832 47.947 113256 68.022 9.0 6.0 66.67 

491 500 334 167000 153249 91.766 166141 99.486 10.0 6.5 65.00 

2007_000042 500 335 167500 159638 95.306 162114 96.784 10.0 6.5 65.00 

636 500 335 167500 143219 85.504 156615 93.501 10.0 6.5 65.00 

713 500 336 168000 160007 95.242 167131 99.483 10.0 6.5 65.00 

256 500 343 171500 135982 79.290 153681 89.610 11.0 7.0 63.64 

911 500 350 175000 93182 53.247 134892 77.081 11.5 7.0 60.87 

963 500 350 175000 109723 62.699 132592 75.767 11.5 7.0 60.87 

2007_000033 500 366 183000 87326 47.719 111307 60.823 12.0 7.5 62.50 

559 500 370 185000 107068 57.875 169755 91.759 12.0 7.5 62.50 

839 500 370 185000 110385 59.668 143259 77.437 12.0 7.5 62.50 

2007_000039 500 375 187500 135848 72.452 153448 81.839 13.0 8.0 61.54 

2007_000063 500 375 187500 136582 72.844 179932 95.964 13.0 8.0 61.54 

2007_000068 500 375 187500 180031 96.017 186624 99.533 13.0 8.0 61.54 

2007_000121 500 375 187500 134862 71.926 178621 95.265 13.0 8.0 61.54 

123 500 375 187500 129732 69.190 161122 85.932 13.0 8.0 61.54 

129 500 375 187500 167432 89.297 178640 95.275 13.0 8.0 61.54 

170 500 375 187500 162148 86.479 168932 90.097 13.0 8.0 61.54 
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175 500 375 187500 135925 72.493 170003 90.668 13.0 8.0 61.54 

187 500 375 187500 98237 52.393 127234 67.858 13.0 8.0 61.54 

250 500 375 187500 132481 70.657 162130 86.469 13.0 8.0 61.54 

323 500 375 187500 87230 46.523 101982 54.390 13.0 8.0 61.54 

332 500 375 187500 170316 90.835 186618 99.530 13.0 8.0 61.54 

364 500 375 187500 123862 66.060 142598 76.052 13.0 8.0 61.54 

452 500 375 187500 143298 76.426 172174 91.826 13.0 8.0 61.54 

464 500 375 187500 143293 76.423 167659 89.418 13.0 8.0 61.54 

480 500 375 187500 100682 53.697 128550 68.560 13.0 8.0 61.54 

515 500 375 187500 136297 72.692 173303 92.428 13.0 8.0 61.54 

528 500 375 187500 153268 81.743 179929 95.962 13.0 8.0 61.54 

529 500 375 187500 163288 87.087 180044 96.023 13.0 8.0 61.54 

549 500 375 187500 127320 67.904 182646 97.411 13.0 8.0 61.54 

584 500 375 187500 139329 74.309 181918 97.023 13.0 8.0 61.54 

645 500 375 187500 143872 76.732 157428 83.962 13.0 8.0 61.54 

661 500 375 187500 153279 81.749 172888 92.207 13.0 8.0 61.54 

676 500 375 187500 142732 76.124 184318 98.303 13.0 8.0 61.54 

727 500 375 187500 113938 60.767 124534 66.418 13.0 8.0 61.54 

762 500 375 187500 147003 78.402 169592 90.449 13.0 8.0 61.54 

768 500 375 187500 106832 56.977 180101 96.054 13.0 8.0 61.54 

793 500 375 187500 123589 65.914 176253 94.002 13.0 8.0 61.54 

821 500 375 187500 142638 76.074 163591 87.249 13.0 8.0 61.54 

822 500 375 187500 134421 71.691 179532 95.750 13.0 8.0 61.54 

825 500 375 187500 152486 81.326 170063 90.700 13.0 8.0 61.54 

832 500 375 187500 143296 76.425 162060 86.432 13.0 8.0 61.54 

842 500 375 187500 132658 70.751 169755 90.536 13.0 8.0 61.54 

843 500 375 187500 143288 76.420 163448 87.172 13.0 8.0 61.54 

846 500 375 187500 153262 81.740 181918 97.023 13.0 8.0 61.54 

848 500 375 187500 123687 65.966 167131 89.137 13.0 8.0 61.54 

855 500 375 187500 110384 58.871 130689 69.701 13.0 8.0 61.54 

856 500 375 187500 103289 55.087 124534 66.418 13.0 8.0 61.54 

859 500 375 187500 99973 53.319 139806 74.563 13.0 8.0 61.54 

863 500 375 187500 113279 60.415 138246 73.731 13.0 8.0 61.54 

868 500 375 187500 168273 89.746 176624 94.199 13.0 8.0 61.54 

870 500 375 187500 167923 89.559 178621 95.265 13.0 8.0 61.54 
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871 500 375 187500 161109 85.925 161122 85.932 13.0 8.0 61.54 

876 500 375 187500 163289 87.087 178640 95.275 13.0 8.0 61.54 

878 500 375 187500 113298 60.426 162358 86.591 13.0 8.0 61.54 

892 500 375 187500 123595 65.917 159731 85.190 13.0 8.0 61.54 

896 500 375 187500 139842 74.582 153269 81.743 13.0 8.0 61.54 

905 500 375 187500 103983 55.458 162437 86.633 13.0 8.0 61.54 

906 500 375 187500 123792 66.022 172001 91.734 13.0 8.0 61.54 

908 500 375 187500 143280 76.416 173265 92.408 13.0 8.0 61.54 

912 500 375 187500 113789 60.687 153291 81.755 13.0 8.0 61.54 

915 500 375 187500 98322 52.438 136581 72.843 13.0 8.0 61.54 

917 500 375 187500 139872 74.598 162579 86.709 13.0 8.0 61.54 

920 500 375 187500 103267 55.076 157892 84.209 13.0 8.0 61.54 

923 500 375 187500 99732 53.190 143692 76.636 13.0 8.0 61.54 

925 500 375 187500 158732 84.657 180034 96.018 13.0 8.0 61.54 

927 500 375 187500 127953 68.242 173292 92.422 13.0 8.0 61.54 

931 500 375 187500 147213 78.514 168923 90.092 13.0 8.0 61.54 

934 500 375 187500 128582 68.577 175315 93.501 13.0 8.0 61.54 

935 500 375 187500 56598 30.186 91827 48.974 13.0 8.0 61.54 

937 500 375 187500 83265 44.408 111307 59.364 13.0 8.0 61.54 

943 500 375 187500 132018 70.410 162114 86.461 13.0 8.0 61.54 

948 500 375 187500 113294 60.423 138246 73.731 13.0 8.0 61.54 

967 500 375 187500 147932 78.897 186624 99.533 13.0 8.0 61.54 

968 500 375 187500 103548 55.226 163289 87.087 13.0 8.0 61.54 

975 500 375 187500 123498 65.866 142418 75.956 13.0 8.0 61.54 

733 450 435 195750 103279 52.761 139806 71.421 14.0 9.0 64.29 

504 500 412 206000 162329 78.800 192116 93.260 14.0 9.0 64.29 

864 500 421 210500 135769 64.498 179932 85.478 15.0 9.5 63.33 

942 500 421 210500 99731 47.378 153448 72.897 15.0 9.5 63.33 

663 500 422 211000 183273 86.859 209743 99.404 15.0 9.5 63.33 

903 500 440 220000 87368 39.713 173268 78.758 16.0 10.0 62.50 

877 500 450 225000 135892 60.396 183262 81.450 16.0 10.0 62.50 

     68.427  84.563   62.55 

 

 

 


